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The Analysis of Black Trauma in Film

From slavery films to racial inequality filled cinema, black trauma films (also known as

black trauma porn) seem to be the only depiction of our community. As an aspiring filmmaker

and producer, I have noticed how filmmakers create black trauma films that serve a specific

audience, then remake these films repeatedly, eventually being the cause of negative impacts like

re-traumatization on the black community. As I learned more about the topic, I began researching

how the rhetorical appeals, audiences and designs differ between the sources that analyze this

topic.

As I dove deep into looking at various artifacts relating to this topic, I have come upon

many sources that take different approaches for their analysis. From podcasts, to books and

website blogs-- authors and creators found many ways to express themselves. To explain the

plethora of approaches authors took, let’s take a look at the YouTube video “Black Trauma Porn

vs. History” by MasonDiction Entertainment and the article “Colman Domingo Says

‘Candyman’ Never Shows Black Characters Being Brutalized” by Zack Sharf. The article dives

into how actor, Colman Domingo, is within 2 films that don’t depict black trauma but

contrastingly show black life without struggle. In addition, the YouTube video explains the

differences between depictions of Black history versus “trauma porn” which is pointless

suffering of the black community in film. Both artifacts approach the topic of black trauma in

film in different ways. The article has Colman focus on what projects he has worked on and
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expands upon his opinion. However, the YouTube video provides examples of black trauma

films, films that are historical and happen to show trauma, and media that neglects trauma

altogether.

Right off the bat, the sources either took a visual or non media filled route. To start, the

YouTube video prided itself on using multiple movie scenes as the backdrop of the video to

further explain their point. For instance, when mentioning media examples that steer away from

stereotypical storylines and characters for the black community, episode clips from Issa Rae’s

HBO show, Insecure, flood the screen. As a fan of the show, it excited me to see a show I know

and love represented. Further, this design choice provides people unfamiliar with the material an

opportunity to research a new, non traumatic, show to research. In contrast, Zack Sharf’s article

uses descriptive language to illustrate what is being explained. For instance, as Colman Domingo

brings up his prior movie gigs, he describes the character differences in the film Zola: “The

character you think would be the ratchet character is actually the white girl who is appropriating

Black culture — a certain window of Black culture, of street ghetto culture,” the actor said. “And

the Black girl is more suburban and just like, ‘I’m just trying to go and strip and you’re doing all

this and you’re doing the most, sis.’ I think it’s really saying something about who we are.”

(Sharf 4). Domingo’s explanations paint a picture of what the films depict and allow the readers

to understand their relation to the topic. Though Colman’s descriptive language is helpful, the

article’s overall lack of visuals may be a constraint of the paper itself. Personally,

I learn best from visual demonstrations and visual aids, so seeing just words in anything is a bit

intimidating. Essentially, the structure of the article was limited in that aspect and may turn

readers away from it as a whole for being one dimensional.
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To highlight the similarities of these two sources, both do a great job when it comes to

debunking black trauma films’ purpose, while also providing alternatives to viewing such

content. To begin, MasonDiction Entertainment’s video brought attention to Insecure (Created by

Issa Rae and Larry Wilmore), Judas and The Black Messiah (Directed by Shaka King) and

Malcolm X (Directed by Spike Lee). These provided works either include trauma solely because

they are based on true events or completely lack this aspect and have light hearted storylines. On

that same note, the article “Colman Domingo Says ‘Candyman’ Never Shows Black Characters

Being Brutalized” brings to light the films Zola (Directed by Janicza Bravo) and Candyman

(Directed by Nia DaCosta) as well. Though the spotlight is on black trauma films, their bad

effects and detrimental impacts on viewers, each source takes time to give the audience insight

on alternatives to these types of films.

On the topic of the audience, each author takes a different route when deciding their tone

for their work. The Youtube video focuses on purely informing the audience. Using real cinema

as examples and breaking down the purpose of these films is all the author digs into. In contrast,

the article is based on an interview with the actor Colman Domingo, so it is filled with

testimonies and narratives… making the tone a bit more personal. For example, Domingo

explains... “Focusing only on Black trauma perpetuates a narrative — that’s the only way that the

world sees us, as being abused and victimized… I love what Nia DaCosta has done in

‘Candyman,’ which is that you never see any of the trauma onscreen. You never see a Black

body being brutalized.” (Sharf 2). Colman was given the chance to express his personal thoughts

on the films rather than focusing on the hard facts. I resonated with this aspect of the article

because it pulls at heart strings and shows that actors really consider the projects they work in/

care for their purposes. These different approaches may be seen as a constraint for the artifacts. If
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the audience prefers to hear personal opinions and explanations from the author, the YouTube

video would not serve as the best source for them. In addition, if a reader would rather focus on

cold, hard facts, reading about Colmon Domingo’s experience as an actor may not be their cup of

tea.

Considering each source’s tone, this also brings up their chosen rhetorical appeal…

pathos and logos! As Colman’s feelings and emotions are revealed, his opinion is able to push

the article along and further explain the impact non traumatic black films have on people. This

tactic is based on pathos, the rhetorical appeal based on emotion. However, as the YouTube video

solely lists the aspects of each film that makes it trauma porn vs history it focuses on logos (the

rhetorical appeal based on logic and facts). Though the rhetorical appeals are different, both

effectively support their topics and fit their purposes.

Keeping the audience in mind, it varies between the sources. The video “Black Trauma

Porn vs. History” goes into great detail about historical films and shows, specifically referencing

works such as Malcolm X (Directed by Spike Lee), When They See Us (Created by Ava

Duvernay) and their origins. This sort of content may attract a certain type of audience. For

instance, subscribers to the YouTube channel that are interested in film analysis. On the other

hand, there are multiple possible audiences for the article. To start, fans of Colman Domingo

may be the audience. Readers would dive into the text solely because they like him as an actor

and want to know his opinion. Another audience may be fans or viewers of Candyman. These

viewers would be perfect for the creator to talk to because they understand the references to the

movies that Colman provides. Further, the article was published on IndieWire, a film industry

and review website. This narrows the audience to readers interested in reading these specific

types of articles.
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Moving on from the audience, the authors of these two artifacts have varying levels of

credibility. To begin, the YouTube video was posted by the channel “MasonDiction

Entertainment”, with a little research, I’ve uncovered the creators of the channel: Travis Case

and Theodore Atlas. Travis is a voice actor and content creator, while Theodore holds high titles

in the film industry: director, producer and cinematographer (as mentioned on his Instagram

profile @theoatlas224). Both creators obviously have experience within the film industry, on and

off camera so it’s easy to conclude that they are credible when it comes to creating their video

content. On the other hand, the author of the IndieWire article, Zack Sharf, has written previous

material relating to film and film analysis. One commonality is that each article revolves around

an actor, director or producer he interviewed. Overall, Zack centers his work around the opinions

and experience of who he interviews, not his thoughts alone. This lack of credibility may be

concerning to his audience, but personally I think it is notable that he refers to professionals’

experiences instead of creating an article solely on his experiences.

In essence, though these two sources took different routes when it came to explaining

their purpose, they both effectively used rhetorical elements such as appeals, design, tone, etc. to

appropriately address the topic and appeal to their audiences. Due to my interests, I loved both

sources for their own reasons. Regarding Zack Sharf’s article, I’m a huge Colman Domingo fan

who’s interested in his opinion when it comes to the films he has been in. On the other hand,

movies and TV shows intrigue me, so seeing them flash by as I learned about them made me

appreciate the video a lot. These similarities and differences between the two artifacts show that

there are many ways to lead to the same conclusion. All in all, it’s important for these means of

analysis to differ in order for all types of readers to be intrigued by specific sources (from videos
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to articles). This leads to a large range of readers being reached and exposed to a pressing issue

within the film industry.
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